Future of GPCRs in Drug Discovery: Novel Technologies, Leading Companies, and Opportunities for Target Expansion

GPCRs are being actively pursued as a target class for developing new therapeutics for various indications. This report discusses the developments in targeting selected, recently deorphaned GPCRs.

Scope

- Analysis of specific GPCRs that have been exploited or explored.
- Novel approaches to targeting GPCRs and their benefits, such as selectively modulating distinct GPCR signaling pathways.
- Case histories highlighting how enhanced selectivity can be achieved by exploiting improved knowledge of GPCR targets.
- Potential GPCR targets for major under-treated diseases.
- Commercial outlook for drugs targeting GPCRs.
- Assessment of the level of activity in GPCR research.

Research and analysis highlights

The pharmaceutical industry has more effectively exploited GPCRs than it has any other target class, with GPCRs accounting for about 30% of exploited targets and revenues of over $60 billion in 2009.

The vast majority (about 80%) of GPCRs have yet to be effectively or commercially exploited, for a variety of reasons, thus offering many opportunities.

Successful pursuit of such approaches, together with effective targeting of currently unexploited GPCRs, is critical to compensating for the loss of revenues as patent expirations impact upon the sales of leading branded GPCR-targeted drugs.

Key reasons to purchase this research

- Understand how new opportunities in the GPCR field are not confined to underexploited or orphan GPCRs.
• Gain awareness of the multiplicity of opportunities that are, or will become, available as knowledge of specific GPCRs improves.
• Understand which specialist companies offer technologies that would make them most relevant as potential partners.
• Identify which new approaches might be most relevant to specific project goals.
• Gain insight into the predicted development of the market in GPCR therapeutics.
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